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Abstract
This paper proposes that a Boolean valued model can provide a useful framework for
what is generally known as Cognitive Semantics in the work of Lakoff, Langacker, Taylor,
Wierzbicka, etc. The paper deals with the following issues: (1) linguistic categorization,
(2) metaphorical extensions and (3) feature abstraction.
1.0 Introduction
Cognitive Semantics provides us with those perspectives which logic-oriented semantics has
not been able to so readily incorporate into a linguistic model of natural language. This is
mainly because the proponents of Cognitive Semantics regard the following logical assump-
tions as inappropriate for describing our ordinary knowledge of natural language. Instead, they
emphasize that semantic knowledge develop on the basis of our daily experience and learning.
According to Taylor (1989), the implicit assumptions made by classical semantics are as fol-
lows:
(1) Categories are defined in terms of a conjunction of necessary and sufficient
features.
(2) Features are binary.
(3) Categories have clear boundaries.
(4) All members of a category have equal status.
(5) Features are primitive.
(6) Features are universal.
(7) Features are abstract.
(8) Features are innate.
Taylor (1989:23-37)
Cognitive semantics adopts an experience-based approach. If our semantic knowledge grows in
the course of our daily experience and learning, it is evident that the eight assumptions listed
above can be overlooked; i.e., semantic categories do not have to be innate, universal, or primi-
tive. It is generally said that cognitive semantics is not congruent with any logical approach.
This paper, however, illustrates that cognitive semantics can be framed by a Boolean valued
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approach. It is hoped that this may pave the way towards a practical semantics which reflect our
native linguistic common sense; e.g., according to Wierzbicka, the explication of homesick is as
follows: X is homesick --> X thinks something like this: I am far away from my home; when I 
was there, I felt something good; I want to be there now; if I were there now, I would feel 
something good; I cannot be there now; because of this, X feels something bad: Wierzbicka,
(1992:122).
1.2 Linguistic Categorization: A Basic Framewoitic.
Rosch's experiments (1975, 1976 etc) appear to have impact on Cognitive Semanticists' views
of categorizations. Rather than looking at the individual claims made by cognitive semanticists,
we will summarize Rosch and her colleagues' major findings. Their major findings are as fol-
lows:
(1) There is a psychologically plausible level called "basic level" between a superordinate cat-
egory and its hyponyms. The basic level is often embodied in the mind of a subject by the best
exemplar of a category (see footnote 4).
(2) The subjects intuit within-category and between-category similarity. The experimenters of-
ten refer to the best exemplar as an item possessing the maximal within-category similarity and
the minimal between-category similarity.
(3) The items which belong to the same semantic category are related. The internal relationships
are explained as family resemblances.
These experimental findings are insightful, but if we can define the notional characterizations
explicitly, so much the better.
The reformulations were made possible by applying a theory of lattice. The application is ten-
able, as Rosch's idea of a semantic category accords with the notion of a partially ordered set
(p.o.s.) which is the basis of lattice theory, as indicated by the following quotation :
6t
... many natural categories are continuous and possess an internal structure in which member-
ships are ordered according to which they are judged good examples (typical) of the category."
(1976: 491)
When the members of a category can be ordered according to the degree of typicality, we can
postulate the category as a p.o.s. Further, since each category has contrasting categories in gen-
eral, one can regard each category as finite. So, we get the following first characterization of a
semantic category.
The conditions derived from Rosch's experiments can be represented as B. <B, +, -, 0,1>. To
introduce topology, let B0=B-{0} and P = < B0, >. When P. <P,  >, p EP and [p]={q I q la} ,
we get a topological space in which regular open sets form a complete Boolean algebra (see
Takeuti's theorems 8 and 10, chapter 1, 19'75).
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Boolean Algebra
whose elements are
regular open.
0 = 0
Fig. 2
(partially ordered structure)
W 0 = fa,b,c,4 = 1
W1 = {a,171
W = {13,c}
	 la, bl
W = {a,c}
1474 =	 [at= a
W = {b}
w6 
= {c}
0=0
Wo--W6
 can be a set of related lexical items or a set of various uses of a single item. All the
definitions mentioned above hold true, since the framework is the same complete lattice. The
best exemplar, the basic level object, would then be W 0=fa,b,c,c11=1.0) The best exemplar is
assigned truth value 1. Those words which make use of some of the semantic features ("fuzzy
uses" see below) are given intermediate truth values. These can be illustrated as follows:
Wi = fa,b1	 0.8
W2 = fb,c1	 0.7
W3 = fa,c1	 0.5
W4 =
 {a}	 0.4
WS = {b}	 0.3
W6 = {c}	 0.1
0 = 0
(The intermediate truth values for fuzzy uses ought be adjusted according to the nature
of semantic features.)
Since we have assumed that 0 < b, b accords with the usual definition of atoms. Since b is not a
null set, we can further assume that bs are discourse referents, as in Kamp (1984). This means
that bs are those which are instantiated in a specific context of situation. The present Boolean
algebra has the following noteworthy features.
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(a)bs can be individuals. This feature can be used to determine an extensional
membership of a category, yielding a unifiable set of individuals. When we regard closure
operation as set abstraction, an open kernel represents all the actual members of a category one
has in mind. See 1.3.
(b)bs can be properties. This feature can account for the problem of the fuzzy
boundary of a category. This feature is useful to give an intensional definition of a category,
yielding a unifiable set of properties. The respective notions of maximal within-category simi-
larity and family resemblances may be explained by this feature. According to this framework,
the basic level object can be explained by the category head (the greatest element) which unifies
all the properties of a category; thus, it satisfies Rosch's definition of the basic level: the basic
level object is the most inclusive member of all or it is has the most attributes in common. 
(c)Since it is a many-valued logic, salience, subjective or objective familiarity
can be given the relevant weightings respectively. This may explain that all member of a cat-
egory do not have equal status( as opposed to (4) in 1.0).
(d) It can be made into a free logic, when the maximal ideal of a given category (
corresponding to a least upper bound in lattices) exists and is specifiable.
(e) It is type-free. This feature enables us to treat a variety of properties from
first-order to higher order properties along the continuum.
(1) Each subalgebra can be picked out by specifying a perspective. When the
whole is known, the parts belonging to the whole form an equivalent class in which the reflec-
tive law, symmetric law and transitive law hold. This relates to feature (b). A speaker 's in-
tended meanings may vary, depending on his implicit perspectives. The apparent variations of
intended meanings may make their performances look fuzzy.
(g) Superordinate concepts (1) subsume subordinate concepts (E). We can inter-
pret this as follows. Let b be in the upper bound of E (Vb0 E E (bo 5 b). We also assume that
I and E share the same upper bound: VA) E E (bo S b) -' Vbo E I (bo S b) . When we find out
the smallest ideal for a set of properties, we get
n {ii E g g/. is idea0}
This relates to analogical inference: on the basis of a concept we learn, we can infer the other
concepts. This is because the smallest ideal includes E itself and is generated by E and any b
which is generated by E is a greatest lower bound (ultrafilter) and we get the following relation-
ship:
b+ • • • + b„
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Any b including the smallest ideal can be a prototype, since a prototype depends on the initial
referent situation. It is important to notice that any b can be the focus on the basis of which
metaphorical uses are generated.
(h) The process of feature abstraction relates to the formation of head category
mentioned (a) and (b) above. When the process of feature abstraction is hierarchical, involving
higher-order abstraction, the process relates to (e).
As indicated above, cognitive semantics is experience-based. Because of this, there is a danger
of semantics becoming highly idiosyncratic and involving features which may not be acceptable
to the majority of people. Cruse(1986) says in fact that semantic components (features) ought to
be encyclopedic, criteria!, including expected and unexpected but possible features (e.g., sing-
ing dog). In order to prevent semantics from being highly idiosyncratic and unexpected, we
need to adhere to Quine's principle of intersubjective agreement. For this reason, a data-based
approach is adopted here.
1.3 An Example: Birds
The data-collecting procedure is simply to ask people what kinds of birds they can recall. Then,
they are asked to identify silhouettes, and asked whether they know calls and songs, colour,
rough shape of wings and tails, flight patterns, behaviour such as walking, hopping and tail
wagging. Showing them the photographs of birds belonging to a genus, I asked which species
they meant. In the cases when they could not answer this question, * is written in the following
table; (?) stands for those cases where they only knew the names.
As the following table indicates, the birds which people recall most often depend on the
districts where they live. This suggests that a bird category is experience-based. Rosch's data
among American people are based on the typicality rating, while the present data are rank-
ordered according to the frequency of recalls.
(Americans) Tokyoites	 Country people(Aichi)
robin
	 suzume(tree sparrow)
	 suzume
sparrow
	 hato(rufous turtle Dove)
	 hato
bluejay	 karasu(jungle crow)
	 karasu
bluebird
	 tsubame(house martin)
	 tsubame
canary
	 hiyodori(brown-eared bulbul) uguisu
blackbird	 mukudori(gray starling)
	 mejiro(Japanese white-eye)
dove	 onaga(azure-winged magpie) fukuro
14,2rk	 uguisu(bush warbler)	 tobi
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swallow
	
kawasemi(a)rnmon kingfisher)sekirei(white wagtail)
parakeet
	
hibari(skylark)	 mozu(bull-headed shrike)
oriole
	
fukuro(ural owl)	 kawasemi
mockingbird kakko(common cuckoo)
	
hiyodori
redbird
	
tobi(black kite)
	
kitsutsuki(white-backed woodpecker)
wren
	
hakucho(swan*)	 mukudori
finch
	
kamome(sea gull*)	 hibari*
starling
	
komadori(Japanese robin*)
cardinal
	
hayabusa(peregrine falcon*)
eagle
	
hachikuma(honey buzzard*)
hummingbird
	
kiji(common pheasant)
sea gull
	
kamome*
woodpecker	 chidori(?)
pigeon	 sagi(?)
Rosch(1975: 232)
Table 1
Wild Bird Society of Japan group birds according to their relative abundance into five catego-
ries: abundant (seen in large numbers), common (found most of the time in the right season and
right habitat), uncommon, rare birds, and stragglers (accidentals); Wild Bird Society of Japan
(1982:11). As Table 2 indicates, the birds which were recalled by the subjects are abundant,
common resident or common visitors. The more frequently people see birds in their daily life,
the more likely people are to remember them. This again suggests that the knowledge of bird
category is based on people's daily experience.
Tokyoites
	
Country people(Aichi)
Abundant (A), Common Resident(CR), Common Visitor(CV), Uncommon(U), Rare(R),
Stragglers(S)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(CV)
(CR)
(CR)
(CR)
(CR)
1.suzume(tree sparrow)	 (A)
2.hato(rufous turtle Dove)	 (A)
3.karasu(jungle crow)	 (A)
4.tsubame(house martin)	 (CV)
5.hiyodori(brown-eared bulbul) (A)
6.mukudori(gray starling)	 (A)
7.onaga(azure-winged magpie) (CR)
8.uguisu(bush warbler)
	
(CR)
suzume
hato
karasu
tsubame
uguisu
mejiro(Japanese white-eye)
fukuro
tobi
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9.kawasemi(common wagtail) (CR)
10.hibari(skylark)	 (C breeder)
11.fukuro(ural owl)	 (CR)
12.kakko(common cuckoo)	 (CV)
13.tobi(black kite)	 (CR)
14.hakucho(swan*)
15.kamome(seagull*)
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
sekirei(white kingfisher) 	 (CR)
mozu(bull-headed shrike) 	 (C B)
kawasemi
	
(CR)
hiyodori
	
(A)
kitsutsuki(white-backed woodpecker) (CR)
mukudori
	
(A)
hibari
	
(CR)
komadori(Japanese robin*)	 (CV)
hayabusa(peregrine falcon*) 	 (CV)
hachikuma(honey buzzard*)	 (CV)
kiji(common pheasant)	 (CR)
kamome*
chidori(?)
Table 2
We have noted the frequency effect upon the memory of the bird category. This tendency is
more marked among the Tokyoites. The first seven birds on the list except for a house martin
are all described as either abundant in urban areas or common in parks and gardens in Tokyo:
Wild Bird Society of Japan, 1982. However, this frequency effect may not be the only factor for
the development of the bird category. One can think of such cultural factors as children's books
and songs; some birds are the themes of songs and folk tales. In addition to the actual chances
of observing birds, these cultural factors would contribute to the degree of familiarity. Since
how often we are exposed to these cultural factors determines this familiarity, we may regard
cultural factors as objective familiarity. However, some birds are salient for their songs and the
others, for their striking colour or the impressive pattern of flight; even when we see such a bird
once, our memory of it would remain vivid. This is the case of subjective familiarity.
Since cognitive semantics is experience-based, the two types of familiarity need
to be represented in some way. There are two methods in the Boolean valued model. One is to
make use of intermediate Boolean values given to the joint product of objective and subjective
familiarity, regarding them as if they could jointly form a central tendency(see (c) in 1.2). As an
illustration, suppose there are only three members of a bird to be recalled along with their value
assignments: suzume (0.4), hato (0.3), karasu (0.3).
{b (0.4), b (0.3), b (0.3)}- = Bird = 1.
{b (0.4), b (0.3), b (0.3)Y° = suzume, hato, karasu
The second method is to make use of unification-based approach. We may regard the objective
and subjective familiarity as two separate feature structures whose values can be given by some
method of measurement.
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{b,, b,, b,] = M=I
b2)
{b,)
ib) b,)
03)
0 = 0
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the extent of knowledge the subjects had about each bird. Since the
features used for the elicitation of the knowledge of birds differentiate one bird from the others,
Rosch's idea of the basic level object possessing the most features in common does not hold
here. Instead, Kamp's idea of discourse referents (i.e., instantiated information in a specific
context of situation is more relevant than Rosch's. The bird recalled most frequently among the
subjects has the greatest number of instantiated informational units, as Tables 3 and 4 indicate.
The more features belonging to a bird the subjects could identify. the more likely is it to be
recalled.
Once we regard the componential features the subjects identified as atomic or
complex feature structures [Shiever, (1983:14)], one can get a practical solution for the prob-
lem. It is easy to understand atomic feature structures can be incorporated into a Boolean valued
approach. The complex feature can be illustrated by Silhouettes. Silhouettes consists of three
subfeatures: size, postures at rest and distinctive feature(s). Rposture (posture at rest) has three
values: oblique, upright and horizontal: see Fig. 2. The actual values for distinctive features
depend on a specific bird. When distinctive features are not atomic, but complex, they have
further subfeatures attached to them. The following is an example of Silhouettes information
for Suzume:
Cat: Silhouette: Size: Small
Rposture: Oblique
Distinguisher: head: round
bill:	 length:	 short
Tipshape: rounded
The feature values for Domain, Size indicate the length from the tip of the tail to the tip of the
bill/beak with the bird out-stretched; Small (10 - 20 centimeters), Medium (20 - 50) and Large
(more than 50 ). More advanced bird-watchers than the present subjects may include the mea-
surement of wing-span in this component. When we want to make our project more cognitive,
the length should be indicated by vidual angles so that a viewer's distance from a bird does not
affect his assessment of Size. But, for the moment it is sufficient to see that the Boolean valued
model can cope with complex features, due to (d) and (e) mentioned in 1.2. The lexical head (
the name of each bird) subsumes cat head which is subsumed by subfeature head, (which may be
subsumed by further subfeature head and so on.) The subsumption relationships between
superordinate heads and subordinate heads are represented by maximal ideals or ultrafilters:
{b1, b2, b3}
lEF	 A OEI
b,cEF
	
b, c EI--)b+c E I
--)1YcEF	 bEI,cEB lycEI
bEF,CEB
–)b+c EF
0.
Fig. 1.
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Because of our elicitation situation, the concept of discourse referents turned out to be more
relevant than Rosch's basic level object paradigm. But, when we restrict our attention to the
level of genus, Rosch's idea appears to hold. Mozu. (bull-headed shrikes) appears to be the basic
level shrike of five shrikes found in Japan; thick•billed shrike (Mozul), brown shrike (Mozu2),
northern shrike (Mozu3) and chinese great gray shrike (Mozu4). Mozu is Small with large head
and hooked bill and long tail (distinguisher). Size (Small) is not shared by Mozu3 or Mozu4, but
shared by Mozul and Mozu2; 2 Ms vs. 3 Ss; so, on average, we may regard the typical size for
shrikes is S. The same holds in Colour; two Grays vs. three Browns. The distinguisher is
observable by all Mozus. The wing-shape and the tail shape are observationally equivalent.
The basic flight pattern is Undulating with minor variations ( Hovering, Straight, Soaring, Glid-
ing upward before perching). They all hop. They can wag their tail up and down but Mozu can
do extra (right and left wagging and circle wagging). Their call has 1k 1 and If/
or voiced /g/ but Mozu can imitate the other birds, including his own kinds. For these reasons,
one can say that Mozu possesses the most attributes in common, satisfying Rosch's definition of
the basic level. It goes without saying that the information needed to represent the basic level
Mozu can be framed by the Boolean valued model.  
oblique 
upright 
horisontal
Fig. 2 Silhouettes
Fig. 3 Wing Shapes
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Tokyoites Fig. 4 Tail Shapes
Silhouettes songs	 colour wing-shape tail-shape
1
2
7 
8 
9 
10	 V
3 
4
6
11
12
13
14
15
flight patterns walking/hopping tail-wagging 	 E
1	 V	 V	 V	 7 
2	 V	 V	 6
3	 V	 6
4
	 5
5
	
6	 V	 V	 3 
	
7	 V	 3
.
	
8	 V	 V	 3 
	
9	 V	 3 
	
10	 V	 3
	
. 11	 3
	
12	 1
	
13	 Ai 	 2
	
14	 1
15
Table 3
Aichi (Country Area)
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Silhouettes songs	 colour wing-shape tail-shape
	 E
1	 V	 Ni	 V	 V	 V 
2	 V	 V	 Ni	 V
3	 V	 V	 d	 li 
4	 V.	 V	 V	 Ni 
5	 V	 J	 -V
6	 V--	 V
7	 V	 3,/	 V
8	 Ni	 Ni	 Ni 
9	 V
10	 V--
11	 V	 V	  
12	 V	 V 
13	 V	 drumming	 V
14	 At 
15	 V	 V
16
17
18
19
flight patterns walking/hopping tail-wagging	 E
_1	 V	 V	 V	 8 
2	 V	 V	 6 
3	 V	 V	 6 
4	 Ni	 V	 5 
5	 V	 V	 5 
6	 V	 4
7	 d	 4
8	 V	 V	 4 
9	 V	 5 
10	 V	 4
11	 V	 3
12	 V	 3
13	 3
14	 V	 3
15	 V	 3
6 	 3 
17	 V	 2 
18	 V	 2 
19	 2
Table 4
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Fig. 6 Walking and Hopping
T ......._..,................
Fig. S Right Patters
 
U
Fig. 7 Tail-wagging
Langacker points out that the conceptualization of a process follows the temporal 
evolution of a situation: Langacker (1987: 244). In order to represent this temporal process, he
often uses a pictorial representation: see Fig. 8.  
tr
. ......  
TIKE
Fig. 8.
Langacker(1989:245)
As this example illustrates, this temporal profile represents different stages of the
process by means of a trajectory in two-dimensional space, although actual events usually takes
place in a three-dimensional space. We also have such temporal processes as flight patterns,
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walking/hopping and tail-wagging. These actions takes place over a certain period of time. In
the case of flight patterns, we consider three types: linear, undulating and soaring. At a point in
time, we set three coordinates, x, y, and z, setting the origin at the central point of the body of a
bird. Following Langacker's treatment, we may assume that the actual linear trajectory in the
three dimensional space may be projected into the two-dimensional space. If so, the linear
pattern can be represented by an expression for the straight line segment( y= ax + b or y= ax ), in
which the line segment starts at the point in time when one notices a bird flying in the sky and
ends when the birds goes out of sight. The undulating flying pattern can be represented by
various sine curves for which we have a generalized expression such as this:
y = A sin { m(x - a) } + B,
where A represents extension along y axis;
m, extension along x axis;
a, translation along x axis,
and B, translation along y axis.
In the case of soaring, it would be better to consider it in a three-dimensional
space, since soaring may be expressed by an equation of spiral curves but Archimedes' spiral or
logarithmic spiral in the two dimensional space will not give us an adequate profile of soaring.
We may use an expression such as this:
1
 x= r ( 0 ) cos 0.
y = r ( 0 ) sin 0.
z = I ( 0).
The mathematical expressions rather than Langacker's format are preferable for
the present purpose, since these expressions can be regarded as the elements of Boolean algebra
and once the parameters in the equations are set in accordance with a specific context of situa-
tion, (which stands for instantiation processes,) the equations generate concrete trajectories.
Hopping can be considered in terms of cycloid: see Fig. 6. There are three
kinds of tail-wagging: an up and down movement, left to right movement or circular move-
ment,: see Fig. 7. These can be given generalized mathematical expressions but we will omit the
details.
1.3 Metaphorical Extensions
There seem to be two kinds of metaphorical extensions. For the sake of discus-
sion, we assume there is a prototype on the basis of which one can think of its metaphorical
extensions. (1) The first kind relates to (g) mentioned in 1.2. This is the case in which a proto-
type and a metaphorical use share the same upper bound; i.e., there is an superordinate concept
which governs both prototypes and metaphors. (2) The second case refers to the case in which
a prototype and its metaphor involves different modules; e. g., while a prototype is in a linguistic
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domain, its metaphor can be conceived from the viewpoint of knowledge coming from the dif-
ferent source. For instance, a child learns the collocation of 'tall' in association with 'men' and
he intuits that 'tall' can be applied to something growing. Because he already knows that trees
grow, he might venture to extend the initial usage and say, "That's a tall tree." The different
sources of knowledge interact here. This second case was presented elsewhere within the
framework of the Boolean valued model, along with some experimental data (Nakano, 1993). I
will deal with the first case here.
Among the birds we discussed in this paper, Mozu (Bull-headed Shrike) is the
best example of the first kind of metaphorical extensions. We have seen that Mozu is the basic
level bird of the Mozu category, possessing the most attributes in common with the other Mozu
species. Suppose that Mozu has n criteria! attributes and that a child learns the name Mozu,
grasping all of the n attributes at once. He does not know that a few attributes are missing in the
other birds which belong to the genus of shrikes. Our hypothetical situation is this; presented
with some novel birds he has never seen before, he is asked whether or not these birds are
similar enough to regard them as members of the Mozu category.
{	 ..., }-° = Mozu
{	 ..., h-1}-° = Mozul
{ bi,	 = Mozu2
{ bi,	 = Mozu3
{ bi,	 = Mozu4
{h}-° =
{11}-°/= ?
This illustration is based on (g) stated in 1.2. When there are n bs, the Boolean
algebra yields 2n ( the power set of n) and each combination forms a subalgebra. These all
possible combinations of n bs can be the bases of metaphorical extensions. In order to deter-
mine how many bs each metaphor requires, we must adopt a data-based approach.
It may appear too simplistic to assume that there only too kinds of metaphorical extensions.
But the elements of the present Boolean algebra, can be a collection of discrete individuals,
relations, properties, sets, networks and hierarchies. Because of this, once we show that the
different modules can interact to each other, the above framework can achieve a great deal.
1.5 Feature Abstraction
Langacker points out graspinghe commonalityv_guctures requires abstraction:
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Langacker (1987:373). His example ( a child learning the word 'tree' illustrates the point. The
child's experience with various trees enables him to notice their perceptual prominence and
gross similarities and to extract a conception that embodies their commonalities (ibid.). The
process is an abstraction from varied experience (ibid.). In a standard textbook of logic, the
process is regarded as the second-order abstraction in which the properties of first order entities
is extracted. The process can be even higher. The properties of properties can be abstracted as
the third order predicates and so on. When one's conceptualization remain the same, we may
say that his performance follows Piaget's assimilation: see also Langacker (1987:372). When
his experience with novel instances forces him to alter his conceptualization, we may say that
Piaget's accommodation takes place. Since this accommodation can take at any level of ab-
straction repeatedly, the outcome may be a form of network represented by the diagram by
Langacker (1987:383).
TREE "
	 (b )
APPLE
TREE
Fig. 9
Since the Boolean valued model is type-free, as mentioned (h) in 1.1, the process of feature
abstraction can be framed here.
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